General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

On the 25th May 2018, the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into force and will introduce new obligations on organisations which have access to personal data as defined under the regulations. Article 28 of the GDPR requires specific terms be included in contracts with suppliers & partners that have access to personal data, including basic personal data used in normal commercial activities such as name, phone numbers, and email addresses.

In order to comply with the GDPR, HPE has updated the privacy and security terms that form part of suppliers & partners contracts with HPE to include the obligations now required under Article 28(3) of the GDPR.

The data privacy terms previously included in the Data & Network Security Schedule have been updated and replaced by the new Privacy Schedule. The updated terms are available in the Supplier Portal for your review as specified in your contract with HPE. You can access the terms here.

Should you have any questions on the new terms please contact your HPE procurement team.